Beaver Creek

tough mudder
Course Route and Obstacle Descriptions
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Tough Mudder Course – Obstacle Descriptions
(Obstacle locations are approximate)

1. Braveheart Charge - Downhill run on lower slope of
Centennial.

10. Hold Your Wood - Carry a log up a section of Beaver
Lake Trail and carry the log back down.

18. Spider Web - Climb across vertical suspended
cargo nets on Cinch Road.

2. Cliff Hanger - Uphill scramble on slippery lower face
of Stacker.

11. Arctic Enema - Climb into and out of one of three lined
dumpsters containing icy water and colored dye. Located
next to the bottom of Chair 9.

19. Kiss of Mud - Crawl under strands of barbed wire
on muddy ground located adjacent to Cinch Road
just uphill from the Ranch.

12. The Gauntlet - Run through the half-pipe while being
sprayed by snowmaking hoses, located in Rodeo Terrain
Park on Buckboard.

20. Glacier - Scale the 10’-12’ cliff face of a 25’ mound
of hard packed snow and slide down the other end.

13. Sweaty Yeti - Climb uphill over piles of snow.

21. Twinkle Toes - Balance on a beam suspended over
pit of muddy water.

14. Hanging Tough - Tarzan swing over a pit of muddy water.
Located adjacent to the Cinch Road just uphill from top of
the Ranch.

22. Funky Monkey - Cross a series of monkey bars set
over a pit of water, located near the base of Chair 2.

15. Boa Constrictor - Crawl down corrugated culverts into
muddy water on the flat slopes immediately downhill from
the top of Chair 6.

23. Everest - Run up a steep, slick quarter pipe structure
before climbing down the backside. May also have
foam or water guns attached to sides.

16. Berlin Walls #2 - Scale over a series of 10’ wooden
walls located near the top of Chair 6.

24. Electroshock Therapy - Sprint through a series of
overhead strands of string, charged with a pulsing
electric charge, powered by an electric fence
battery system.

3. Devil’s Beard - Crawl under a cargo net staked
to the ground on the mid slopes of President Ford’s.
4. Trench Warfare - Crawl through dark, muddy underground
tunnels located near the switchbacks on President Ford’s.
5. Log Bog Jog - Run over, crawl under series of fallen
trees stacked randomly along Village to Village Trail.
6. Shocks on the Rocks - Crawl through icy water under
a live set of electroshock wires. Located just above the
bottom of Chair 11.
7. Berlin Walls #1 - Scale over a series of 8’ wooden walls
on the flats near Beano’s Cabin.
8. Underwater Tunnels - Cross Upper Matawan Pond while
bobbing under fixed rows of floating barrels.
9. Swamp Stomp - Wallow through the shallow, muddy
Lower Matawan Pond

17. Log Jammin’ - Crawl under and over a series of stacked
logs located on the east side of Spruce Saddle Lodge.

This time we’re roughing it.
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Arctic Enema
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